




A NEW APPROACH TO MENTAL ILLUESS

In his book "The Living Brain," Dr. Grey Walter states: "The only source
»f electrical power in the human brain is that of the individual cells," Four
years ago, 1 corresponded with Dr, Grey Walter in regards to the fact that a
tremendous source of electrical power is generated by amalgamated silver and

nercury fillings in teeth.

As you know for over 100 years, Dentists have been filling teeth with these
amalgamations, When any two dissimilar metals are placed in acid or alkaline
solutions a voltage is generated. This is the basis of the dry cell batteries
2s used in flashlights, The principle of galvanic voltages was discovered by
3alvani about 1787 in the famous biology experiment, where a frog's leg was made
vo twitch by use of two dissimilar metals.

The saliva of the mouth being alkaline, each silver filling generates a
voltage between other teeth. The phosphorus and calcium of the teeth are also
involved, These voltages measured with an electronic voltmeter will read from
9 to 800 millivolts or as high as 8/10 of a volt. Now the voltages of the brain
1sed in hearing-~sight--memory and emotions are measured in million parts of a
solt. Therefore, a tooth reading 800 m,v. would be 800,000 times the normal
srain voltages! This is like lightning striking a radio! The results would be
jisastrous as you would agree, ZElectro-cardiograms measure voltages of about
20 m.v. in the heart, I have read teeth filled 30 years ago: they still generate

roltasce.

Having had a number of silver fillings myself, I know the pain and trouble
his voltage can cause. My health was poor until these fillings were removed,

About four years ago, I devised a simple experiment to prove these voltages
sould affect the brain by causing increased potentials and short circuits. Con-
necting two small flashlight cells to my gums with copper wire, I found each
sime the circuit was closed, lightning like flashes appeared to me. These flashe
ss are the same as "Stars" seen when struck near the eyes. I have repeated this
pore than 100 times with the same results, Having theorized these voltages would
circulate currents through arcas of the brain and would short circuit into other
aerves, I felt that this phenomena was caused by clectrical stimulation of the
sptic nerve, This is probably similar to aural hallucinations of nervous patients
A similar cxperiment with onc flashlight cell completely distorted the clectro-
sncophlogram waves, In Newswcck December 10, 1957 Dr, John Button, Neurologist
&gt;f Bast Orange, New Jersey rcports of optic nerve stimulation in a blind paticnt
through electrodes imbedded in the brain. The same results can be obtained more

safely as I have done through contact on the gums.

I then developed the theory that small current passed through fillings by
a battery could ncutralize the tooth voltage probably by oxidation, If this
verc so, then electro-shock therapy probably helped some patients by reducing
the voltage in fillings. Readings taken before and after one electro-shock at
Philadelphia State Hospital showed this reduction: in nearly every case voltages
iropped about 60 m.v.

The electro—chemical cffect of silver fillings on the ionization of saliva
»1so necds to be studied, This Hospital is still studying these voltages and
~ffects with an Electronic Volt Meter I have loaned them.



Another theory was that tranquilizing drugs could reduce this
voltage. Perhaps as Thorozine does by drying up the saliva. The Philadelphia
3ulletin recently states "Tranquilizing drugs probably work by reducing voltage
3f the brain which, when they shoot up causes anger."

Lobotomies probably sometimes worked by cutting off the nerves feeding
teeth voltages to the brain. A less dangerous and more humane method would be by
~emoving the fillings, or oxidizing with a flash light battery.

I told the first dentist to use my meter that I expected the higher the
voltage, the more nervous the patient. One month's readings proved this true.
Dr. J.H. Manhold of Seton College reports in ilewsweek, September 17, 1956; "A
study of Naval Cadets at Pensacola show two types of personality, the ones who do
not worry; never bother about their teeth; and the too careful, anxious, dependent
neteronomus personality takes excellent care of his teeth with regular dental
~heckups." I wrote Dr, Manhold I believed this proves that worry and anxiety is
jue to the fillings. These voltages chance the personality.

Children's Hospital, Chicago was recently reported by the Philadelphia
Inquirer, December 16, 1956, to be stimulating bone growth in legs of deficient
children by inserting two dissimilar metals in leg bones. "The irritation caused
by Galvanic voltage stimulates blood flow and more rapid growth," Likewise,
cg lvanic voltages of teeth are irritating the brain and over stimulating it.

Three years ago, 1 erplained to a business acquaintance, who is an Electri-
ral Engineer, these theories. I did not know then, but he told me later, his
vife had been schizophrenic for eighteen years. The last three years in a Cata-
sonic bedridden state, his Doctor told him no one ever recovered in this stage.
he day after we talked, he told the Doctor of my theory. The Doctor agreed to
removal of tecth. He said his wife was carricd to the dental chair. One week
later. she walked: in a nonth he was told his wife was ready to go home.

A younz lady secretary to another Electrical Engineer had been having
spileptic seizures for seven years. I suggested to the brain specialist treat-
ing her that one very sensitive tooth be refilled with porcelain, This was done
vith good results. She was married six months after correction of tooth and for
Four years therc have been no more seizures.

It would be a simple matter to read nervous paticnts and remove any filling
sver 300 m.v, and see the results, THUS RESEARCH ATOWG THIS LINE CAN BE DONE

JUICKLY AND AT LITTLE COST. Investigation of the effects of these voltages and
currents in cell growth may give clues to the cause and cure of cancer. as well
aa manv of the forms of nervous disorder.

I rcalizc I have only scratched the surface in this scarch for an answer to
nervous problems. Many experiments center my mind that can be made to add further
oroof. My sincere hope is this work can be studied and amplificd to a point by
some rescarch center that instead of one curc, hundreds may result and prove
“heae teeth fillines are the major cause of nervous disorder and cancer.

AMERICA DESPRRATZLY WIEDS AY AUSUER TO THESE PLAGUES. CANCER AWD NERVOUS
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- &amp; =THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY OF AMERICA="

DU PONT EXPERIMENTAL STATION BRANCH

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

\ugust 4, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Our branch of the RESA has asked me to extend to you
an invitation to address our group on some aspect of mathematical

science of interest to you. Our group consists of chemists,
engineers, physicists and some biologists. About 250 persons
attend our lectures, including a few wives. Our objective is
to become familiar with interesting new concepts in fields of
science not closely connected to our own work. We are most
anxious to hear firsthand some of vour ideas and thoughts.

If you are able to accept our invitation, we could
arrange a specific time this fall or winter most convenient to
you. We have complete lecture facilities at the Experimental
Station, and we would be most pleased to take care of making
all the necessary arrangements for your trip and your stay in
Nilmingston.

We hope
hearing you speak.

that we can look forward to seeing you and

Sincerely yours,

Eugend/H. Man
Vice President

Sefa
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WALTHAM LABORATORIES

100 First Avenue, Waltham 54, Mass. e Twinbrook 38-9200¥

August Lh, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Professor Wiener:

I hope that you had a successful trip to Europe. You remember
when you discussed Fourier problems with me during the summer of 1941.
At that time you stated and then outlined the proof for the optimum
filter for an optical aperture, such that the normalized second moment
of the power distribution in the diffraction patern would be a minimum.
Your solutions were:

For a line source or single slit, the aperture amplitude
should be

f(x) = cos x,

with the edges of the aperture at the first zeros of cos x.

For a circular aperture, the aperture amplitude should be

f(r) = J_(r)

with the circular boundary of the aperture at the first
zero of the Bessel function

J (r)

I have on occasion quoted these results of yours and now have one
letter from England and one from the Midwest asking for references to
your proof. Did you ever publish the proofs, and if so, what is the
reference?

I would like to take this opportunity to again thank you for the

LECTRONICS F OR Il NDUSTRRY A ND NATIONAL DEFENSE
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Professor Norbert Wiener August li, 1958

time you spent with me that summer. The insight that you gave me
into Fourier methods has been of contimiing help in mv research.

Mrs. Spencer and I both wish to be remembered to Mrs. Wiener,
Jur daughter Barbara lives in California and has two children. Our
son, Dana gets out of the army in September in time to go back and
Finish his last year of college.

Sincerely yours,

RCS/ry

Irn a ,

Dr. Rof C. Spencer
Senior Engineering Specialist
Missile Systems Laboratory



545 Beach 133 Street

Rockaway 94, N.Y.

August 6, 1958

Dear Dr. Wiener,

[ am a pre-engineering student at Brookiyn College, N.Y.

and am interested in working in the automation field, particularly

in the control-communication end. I would also like to do research

in the similarities and differences between the human and the

machine, and apply, if possible, the facts gathered from such studies

to constructing ( planning ) machines with faculties and abilities

aporoximating those of human beings.

I have, however, a problem which resolves into the question:

what does one study to study Cvbernetics? I don't know of any

particular course which would adequately prepare me for the work

I wish to do; I can only guess that I should aim at a B.S. in

Electronics or Electrical engineering, and attempt to minor in

psychology .neurology, physiology, semantics, and even philosophy.

Do you know of any college which offers courses in Cybernetics,

and if not, will you please advise me what program to study in

r0llege to zive me a good backround for the study of controi and

rommunication in the human and the machine.

Thank you,

Cr co’ yo Cle pu" Kenneth {. Schaffner

FF
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WARDWELL HOWELL, PRESIDENT

GIFFORD AGNEW

CT. MINOT DOLE

ROBERT D. FORDYCE

BEORBE H. HALEY

HARDY JONES

REX VIVIAN

M. D. ZIMMERMAN

WARD HOWELL ASSOCIATES, INC.

E xeautive R ecuuiting
122 EAST 42ND STREET

NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

OXFORD 7-3730

August 8, 1958

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Wiener:

As consultants to management, we are retained by our client
companies to find specific personnel for openings in their
firms. Two such positions are described in the enclosed
Specifications Nos. 861 and 880.

Because of your present activities, we are writing you with
the thought that you may know of individuals who might be in-
terested in and qualified for these openings. Any nominations
you may care to offer will be greatly appreciated and, if you
80 indicate, will be held in strict confidence. As our fees
are paid entirelybyourclient companies, an indication of
interest by a vrospective candidate entails no obligation.

We look forward to hearing from you and thank you in advance
for vour interest and coovneration.

Sincerely yours,

/ r
~/ 7

Robert D. Fordyce

RDF :ah
Enclosures - 861 and 880

“3.552 $ J JOR



CHIEF OF LABORATORY SPECIFICATION #861

The Company A major corporation. One of the leaders in
its field in the design, development and
manufacture of specialized electro-mechanical
systems marketed to the government and many
large industrial, engineering and commercial
&gt;rganizations.

Location fastern Seaboard or Middle West.

Duties The successful candidate will be in complete
charge of a development laboratory of about
200 employees. He will report to a vice
president of the corporation.

Background sixtensive administrative duties in engineer-
ing and development work in the electronic
or electromechanical fields. Emphasis on

systems as contrasted to components; digital
computer background desirable. Advanced
jegree in engineering, physics or mathematics
lesirable but not mandatory.

Experience At least 10 to 15 years.

compensation Up to $25,000 including bonus, exceptionally
good pension and customary fringe benefits.

WARD HOWELL ASSOCIATES, INC.

22 EAST 42ND STREET

 VW or ry mo pr — —

NEW YORK 17 AN]



MECHANICAL ENGINEER

The Company

Location

Duties

Background

Experience

compensation

SPECIFICATION #880

A major corporation. One of the leaders in
its field in the design, development and
manufacture of specialized electro-mechanical
systems marketed to the government and many
large industrial, engineering and commercial
organizations.

astern United States

Design work on punched card equipment.

Extensive work in the design of high speed,
high precision machinery, preference being
given to that listed under "duties" above.

At least ten years exparience in mechanical
design work.

Salary up to $20,000 depending on experience
and past earnings. Pension and customary
fringe benefits.

WARD HOWELL ASSOCIATES, INC.

122 EAST 42ND S5TRE NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

MIXrOaRppD "7-273 773N
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CLEVELAND CLINIC

2020 EAST 93R0 STREET

CLEVELAND 6, OHIO

DEPARTMENT OF BIOPHYSICS 11 August, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Many thanks for vour letter of © August,l958.

I am greatly puzzled by its contents because I never received

a manuscript from you and consequently could not have rejected

it nor can I return it. I also did not get an earlier note from

you asking for return of your manuscript, as you indicate in

your letter. The only note which I had from you is dated 10 March,

1958, in which you stated: "I shall be glad to send you an

article for Medical Physics as soon as I have written up the

material.

T an terribly sorry that something should have

happened to your manuscript and I sincerely hope that the mystery

will be solved and that we still will be favored by a contribut-

ton from vou for our third volume.

Sincerely Toure,[FT FEse4
Otto (Glasser
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August 13, 1958

Pr. Norbert Wiener
department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Jear Dr. Wiener:

Je are sending to you separately a copy of the Summer

number of PERSPECTIVES IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE, with the

thought that you will enjoy the autobiographic sketch by

seorge von Hevesy.

Sincerely yours,

oodD-TaloDuy Ingle 4

Sponsor
D1visION OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

University of Chicago
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PRESIDENT

MARTIN MATHESON,
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; SECRETARY

J.S. SNYDER
VICE-PRESIDENT

J, S.BARNES
VICE-PRESIDENT

440 FOURTH AVENUE

New York I6,N.Y.
MURRAY HILL 9-7630
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WARREN SULLIVAN,
VICE-PRESIDENT

W.G.STONE,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

5.S.IERARDI!,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

W.H GRIMSHAW,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

AH. NEILLY, JR.,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

August 13, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
% Mr. Lynwood Bryant, Director
The Technology Press
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Your manuscript is now in production and we are
in the process of planning the promotional campaign. We
are enclosing our "Twenty-One Questions", which you will
remember from your previous book.

As we have the biographical information with which
you provided us earlier, the questions relative to this may
be ignored, unless there are recent changes which you think
we should have. The questions which now most concern us are
those dealing with the contents of your new book and its
prospective market, i.e., questions 4 to 10. Particularly
important for our field representatives, is the analysis of
current books in the field which will compete with yours.
A careful and detailed reply to Question 11 is. therefore, of
prime importance.

As you know from experience, complete and accurate
dats from the author is one of our most effective promotional
tools. We shall be grateful for your early attention to
this material.

AHN: da

(I)
Andrew H. Neilly, Jr. |
Assistant Vice Preident \/

y
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Please fill out and return to:

Date questionnaire was completed:

itle of book: - - Lom

Subtitle: 3

tdition: ey

Authors): lorbert  {anor

Pocition end Affiliation: Profeeror of
nrtitote of

John Wiley &amp; Sons
440 Fourth Avenue
New York 16. N. ¥

-

apd 1953
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2. Your academic and professional record (include Honorary Degrees)
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What facts about your exoerience will interest prospective readers of
your book (honors, inventions, discoveries, offices in scientific
societies, etc. )?
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Other biogravhical information, for publicity releasestonewspapers,
fraternal. and alumni magazines, including foreign outlets.
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Yhet professions or grouvs of persons here and abroad will be interested
in your book? Please star major fields of interest.

« * . - » .

Llectrical engineare, ohyrieclirte, blo=-nhyriciste, shycioloricte,
information theory workers, nrycholorinte, cvberneticirtr, worliecrs
in mackine ~ovutation.

The boo’: concerns the annlicrtion of rondo theory to non-linerr
srocerrars lon=linear nrocesres are much more rencrnl in the vorld
then linerr rrocerren and for mony suraoses the non=linerrity of the
procecrer ie quite fundementrl to ite mothemrtical elndye llon=linerr
procer es cone un in electrical circuit theory where euch ammorntug

20 rectliiorr, annlitude limiters and tho like ero non=lincer,
sany eucen devices ere fundomental in communleniion encineorine, The
biolorical non=linesr procercer lay an imnortent role in the ctudy
of celfeorpenizine rystene and thie ia brought out in the boolte A
narticilar exan-ls of such eyrtems is found in the waver ctudied by
slectrocnce halorrasherss In communiention theory co’ing »roceecer ere
sonerally er~rentially non-lirerr and the coding of randon mesroger ie
pn imaortont mort of coding theory. This ie 2lro diccus-ed ex~licitly
in the hooks Tandom rrocesres {in srace se well ae in time come into the

study of steticticel mectenione and at least two che~ters of the bool
ara devoted to these, orening new o-nortunities in ras and rleema theory.
The etuly of strticticol field theory currected by thie hee clore commecs
Lions with cusntum field theory. Tome of the relations of the ideas of
tha boos with gqua=tin theories ere touched u on ex-1lcil lv.



{Continued from Question 7.) |

Te Grey Valter of the Durden Neurological Institute, Brirtel, Inclend
polercor fajleniello of the Univercity of Tanlers

3 [f your book is intended for textbook use, vlease give the following
reneral information:

‘hile tte lectures conetituting the bosk were riven in a s-seinl corre
for advanced ctulents et (1, 7 T-. 4b §- a little -remcture Lo chenls of
whe book ar a teieslz ar yets It ie ovening a field in which cources
7111 ungue-tionably be given, but the inilintive for there courres vill
mve to cone Fron the rrecialiriec gt Lhe A127 crerd univercitior.

5. For what courses would it be valuable as sunplementary?

“or cources in electroencenlalograrhv, sdvencel courses in informcoliion
theory, courres on circuit déeimm and couirros on auentum Tileld theory
and af the gtaticticeal macheric: of roses ond nlaeoma,

Nho are considered leaders in the field, from +hom we might solicit
endorsements of your book after nublication? Foreign leaders should
also be considered.
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3, List periodicals, domestic and foreign, which might review the book.
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9. What features set your book apart from all other books in the field?

“hile there *e ~lrendy = concldereble interert in the fancoral Pleld
ae io slown oor oxem-le in a recent bool by Pupmchov in fnipeia, there
1a no bool: anyitiere which river 8 conrrehensive viev of the field and
in nertfeulrr no bool which shaultnneously erens u- the shyricel, the
pure mothe-nl ol, the electrical encinecring snd the shyrioloricrl
aonlicetiones Tro- this -oint 0” view the bank ie comnletely new end
hse nog core -



10. What specific shortcomings in the litersture does your boo': overcome?



ll. What books compete with

1470 roe Lin loach coment.

or gre similar to yoursd

12. If there are other festures of your book which have not been covered
in Questions 10 and 11. plegcse list them here



15. What other features of your book could our travelers emnhasgize?

I'he fect thet 14 12 0 enines u~ 8 nov ffeld and thet So Lec bound te
lend to muck “urttrer vor dv "her urii~

[4 lecommend specific illustrations from your book which we could use
in advertising to stimulate interest in nrosvective buvers.

[ heven't the 1illuctrntions before me, an’ I do not believe that
ther will he narticularly wvalusble to vour anlog neenla 22 gache

5. Please send us a recent photogranhy of yourself that we may use in
advertising and nublicitve



16. If your book is a new edition: It 4s a ne book altorallcr,



17. If you have changed your viewpoint or approach to the subject in
this new edition:

18. Please enclose a cony of your preface--tentative or final--and the
Pinal table of contents, if these have not already been submitted.

They have been rub?’ "od.

19. What kind of practical problem in the field will your book helo the
reader to solve? "Case histories" can be very valuable. Can you
furnich such material?

Design and mearurs of non=-linesr cirentt~, ~
HMrecucrion 0” norelinesr rocennnea real

r oeYT hrrin uove,



20 Jave we omitted

advertising and
your commente.

any points which you think would be of value in
gelling your book? If so, we shall apnreciate

ot ne I cen gee at nrerent, however, I ehall be «ln? 40 tole un
the metier cep-onolly vith rernpeasevdaticon&gt; 77

21. We assume you have our catalog.
slassification in the catalog?

What is your book's prover

SHOPtitSe
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Coldfl] Y D2
(in: WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
T=

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
FOR ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION

August 14, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

vear Professor Wiener:

Now that summer vacations are almost over and before

your campus is plunged into the new academic year I am
sending you a scrap book of the symposium on The College
Professor. The sight of it brings pleasant memories to
ne. Never before, to my knowledge, has the student press
at Wayne published in full such substantial papers. It is
the best evidence I can offer that you made a significant
contribution to the intellectual life of this campus.

Sincere’ Ean]

James P. McCormick
Assistant to the Vice President
Academic Administration

JPM: ig
Enc.

a Gun R/OR/SE



South Tamworth
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Bupust 14, 1958
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ene Beh

I have just come back from a trin to a scientific meeting In
[tely vhich wns very catisfactory and very tiring, so now for the
firet time I have the onnortunity to look over vour work. It seeme
to me that the best way to annroach it is not simnly to follow out
your own proofs, because 1f I do so and you have fallen into any
error, it will be mort notural for me to fall into the seme one.
Ihe bert thing for me to do is to go through the different cteres
of your ergument in reverate blocks end see if at each store the
srovertiee of the prime numbers of which you sctunlly make ure
are sufficient to nrove your theorem.

Let me say that I heve convinced myself once for oll that the
convergence of your eceries one for every real  grenter than one-
hell is in fact equivalent to the Mem hypothesis. Let us
then forget the second onert of your never end oroceed to the fired
shich 1s vour condition sbout one.

For the nrerent I do not wich to discuss your nrobabilistic
armuments  Probebilistic srpuments are mort useful snd nowerful,
out it is manifert to me thet everything that can be »roved by
neane of then ean be converted into a etrictly claccical
analytic form and thet it is noecible to determine without any
reference to n»robability whether the pronertier of nrimes of which
you male ure ere sufficient to nrove your result. let us then ro
back to one and assume that the numbers pere an erbitrary sequence
of nunbers with only thore nrowerties which you actually invoke
in your proofs As for as I can see, there vronerties are that
the numbers p ere to be found amonp the integers and thet the
number of p's less thanxisasymptoticallyxtimerthelogarithm
of X« On scanning your nener I can ree no other rronertiers of
the numbers p which ie invokes. Therefore the guestionsirs whether
these pronerties alone are enough to ertablich the converpence
»f one under the condition given.

I have looked over thie theorem ond I am convinced that
there conditions alone are not enough. It is ency to choore a
sequence of values of pn, emch differing from n lor n by a quantity
of the order n® where e ir slightly greater than one-half, where
the p's are all interers and where your converrence condition ie
not fulfilled. Trv it vourself and vou will ree.

Perhane I mar be wrong in this. Perhans, too, I may be wrong
In the o- ~umotion that you mnlze ure of no other »rovertier of the
r “hess J am wrong. I chould like to herr from: you exactly

~ of the nrimes are needed for your oroof, then I

1a moeitlion bommmermmpme—id—ceemmm—bertedd-teaedodueat go,1
wg, Fede

 ~ = %Ego~



WARDWELL HOWELL, PRESIDENT

GIFFORD AGNEW

CZ. MINOT DOLE

ROBERT D. FORDYCE

GEORGE H. HALEY

HARDY JONES

REX VIVIAN

M. D. ZIMMERMAN

WARD HOWELL ASSOCIATES, INC.

E xeeutive KR gcuuiting
122 EAST 42ND STREET

NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

OXFORD 77-3730

August 15, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridege 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Thank you very much for your letter of August 13th in connec-
tion with our assignments 861 and 880.

I am most appreciative of your efforts in our behalf and I am
of couse grateful to you for nominating Mr. Gordon Raisbeck
as a possible candidate for opening 861. We are contacting
Mr. Raisbeck today.

Again, many thanks for your interest and cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

—F 1,0 0.
Robert D. Fordyce

RDF :ah



Dear Prof. Wiener,
Dr.Margaret Mead suggests that I send to you a copy

of my ‘Epistemology of Intercultural Understanding;a
Study 1n Behavloral and Communicational Epistemology;
Rediscovery of Philosophy as an open Meta-Sclence of
Interdidgciplinary Cross-Induction (Revised, reorganized
and augmehted, April 1958)

Lund, Sweden, August 15, 1658

I suppose that you have no time for reading my paper
However, 1f you would care to read it, I should be
happy to mall a copy to you. In case you are interested
in taking a preliminary look at the paper, a circulation
copy ls available through Dr.Peter Ellas of Research
Laboratory of Electronics,M.I.T.,and Prof.William N..
Locke of Modern Languages,”.Tm,

Recently I have published an extensive neurological
bibliography on the visual perception of patterns, mostly
taken from clinical and experimental studies, inithe
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL BULLETIN, April 1958, (the Secondary
Education Board), also reprinted in Jrian Bulletin,

Wh 1S ©Sincerely yours, Mako Ma¥Syama



M.Maruyeama,Rm.18, Tomegapsg8rden,Lund,Sweden, Aug.15,58.

Prof .Norbert Wiener
Peptr—of—Matirematits

Massechusebte—Institute—of
Technology

U.S.A.
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South Temrrord?
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ire 111 Irtenm
Costa Yutuou 670
Aalrero. Turley

Nery Mr. Trtoms

I cuerort thind you write Yo the new freecocicrtion
Intornntionele de Cybernftique about itleir new neriodieal
"ooberneticne® I min wore on cybernetics ore te boos of thnd
nae which hae aeored under the imnrint of Jer: nn ond

Conny, Tories, The MonTeeofMmonNeinen,whichyoucon
cet in o chen ~7U7 em Pron the oublisher doubleday, Tew Yor,

and Dxtro-e’ Jder-elotion ond TronthineofMntinonpy
Tine “eric. mooring Amlientions with Tiler cai Cone,
ov Yor,

Jy wor!z on ~rediction and unve filters 1a lersnly in this
boolz oad TI have none new matericrl oan this in 0 bon’ cor’ nr out

br "iler entitled Nando Tunetlinme in Uon=linony Cpaceccen,
As to quertion lio. Ir, I shnll tole your letter over to
Dr. Dorthru-, vho is a sumer nelrhbor of mine, ond remuect
his to urite to vou dircetlyr.

Mrneore’ Vv wane

“orhordt "aner

Im.ido

tap
i
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N.B. WILEY.
PRESIDENT

MARTIN MATHESON,
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; SECRETARY

}.S.SNYDER
VICE-PRESIDENT

I.S.BARNES
JICE-PRESIDENT

440 FOURTH AVENUE

New York I6,N.Y
MURRAY HILL 9-76830

~RANCIS LOBDELL,
VICE-PRESIDENT&amp;TREASURER

WARREN SULLIVAN,
VICE-PRESIDENT

W.G.STONE,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

53.S.1IERARDt,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

W.H.GRIMSHAW,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

A.H.NEILLY, JR.,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

August 19, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

ear Professor Wiener:

J. S. Bendat's PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF RANDOM NOISE THEORY
has Just been published and a copy is on its way to you with
“he author's commliments and ours.

We are aware of your interest in this field and
feel that this book will prove useful to you. Your comments
vould be most welcome.

Sincerely yours,
/

JF inte
We G. Suter
Manager, College Sales

NGS : BB
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HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY

PHILIP SOLOMON, M. D.

Asst, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry
Physician-in-Chief
Psychiatry Service

30STON CITY HOSPITAL
818 Harrison Avenue

Boston 18, Massachusetts

August 21, 1958,

Norbert Wiener,
Mass, Institute
Cambridge, Masse.

Ph.D.
of Technology

Dear Dr. Wiener,

We are returning the copy of your discussion of papers
at the Symposium on Sensory Deprivation. If you wish to edit
your remarks, would you please do..so on the accompanying blank
sheet, Because of publication deadlines it will be necessary
for us to have your revised discussion no later than September 20,
1958. Please return all material to:

Dr. Philip Solomon
Psychiatric Service
Boston City Hospital
745 Massachusetts Avenue,
Boston 18, Mass,

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

 pp

Editorial Comittee
Philip Kubzansky, Ph.D.
P. Herbert leiderman, M,D,
Jack Mendelson, M,D.
Donald Wexler, M.D.
Philip Solomon, M.,D.. Chairman,

PS/11
Encl.

Dn. Mende § en -
cosan Oewarak NSO.



p.0,Deccan Gymkhana
Poona lL; INDIA,

August 22,1958,

Dear Norbert,

Many thanks for your letter pf the lith,received last
night ,The Hungarian criticism ‘and yours) is quite correct,
but I have answered it long ago,and Pf—you=kiee,the revised
proof (or 'proof!,if you insist) can be sent to you whenever
you like,The counter-example helped a great deal in removing a
ftupid mis-statement,The correct stakement 1s not that the means
of the relevant series are all zero,but that the serles of mean:
converges,which is all that the Kolmogoroff lemma requires,This
TS done as follows:

 ~~
x

a

3

Ta Ra)

I appeal only to the principle of the sieve procedure of
Eratosthenes and Viggo Bruns.First,take intervals whose lmages
by the Xx § 1ix transformation have fixed unit width.The law
of large numbers and the prime number theorem tell us that the
average over the whole line for the primes in such an interval
is strictly GTi mas we need the average in finite ranges.Theprodedureissimpleenough,First,thesieveshowsthatthenum-
bers of primes in such intervals - provided they do not overlap-
ix are independent of each other over the unrestricted line.Over
finite ranges,the correlation is very faint,and not positive in
any case,Thus,the law of large numbers %c continues to anply.But

Jas we are dealing with the average of a sub-sample from a popu-
ation whose general mean is zero.The probabllity oft eoplemean ned exceeding,say, Log viv can be shown to be Shogo 1 that

the corresponding infinite productAconverges.Thus,if the serles
of means in the script you have with you diverged,we could easilv
prove a contradiction,

The counter-example required that primes ('primes',really)
should cluster strongly,and not even the E#dependence of the
primes 1s enough to damage the proof.For example,if there were
just one prime per unlit interval,which amounts topaying that the
interval between consecutive primes were exactly logn to the
major order of approximation,the theorem would be obviously true
The clustering has to be such that all the primes required by
the prime number theorem for the correct average sk should be
grouped together,with a larger gap free of primes to follow,This
is the main idea,and ons can,naturally,relax 1t slightly,but not
by very much,The clustepring,as you will sce easily,has to be
such that thé bunch’'pf primes occurs,say,from n=m €,and then a
gap till m=Emxk n=(m+1)2*% That is,thers would be gaps of order
comparable tovn ,or larger.For the actual primes,however,it is
“nown wighoyt TI shal the average 1s correct even in Intervals
of pr der n sfor which the number of primes 1s asymototic to
n*/*/logn .This,so far as I can see,is not fulfilled by any of
the counter-example I have seen or been able to produce,

As sald above,the independence suffices for my proof,but it
is founded upon the sieve method,and thus I do use essentially
more than the prime-number-theorem,and more than a simple averag

required thereby,Indeed,the very essence of Doimating 1s used,Let me add that the procedure ccn be extendediower certain types
of Abelian semi-groups besides the exponents of the particular
Dirichlet series for RH,but in every case,vou cet the equivalent
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&gt;f the unique factorization theorem and of the sieve procedure,though
the statements both of the prime number theorem and of the correspond-
ing RH have to be modified by a trifle,As a matter of fact,I had done
this in a draft paper which I suppressed just to retain the essentials
of the classical RH,and stupidly omitted tp utilize the sieve method in
the ®exix second edition.The third edition;seems to corred this,but I
shall know what the Erdds-Turan-Renyl combination thinks only after the
fdinburgh meeting 1s over.Please look into the matter yourself,for the
oroblem is too important to dismiss by a superficial counter-example
that disproves what is obviously an incorrect statement not essential
Fo the proof.

«dd

Your rustic surroundings are enviable,I do go out, whenever health
permits, about the local countrysidejbut chronic arthritis makes wry own.
hiking difficult.The demoralisation of the peasants 1s incredible,and
both land and climate have been seriously affected by extensive defores
tation.No one ever plants a trees tndan-anp.abremwsteancesy The arthritis
nas extremely sevem from March onwards(lack of sleep from working on
RH!).Two and a half months passed in helpless agony,and I am only now
doulling out of the trough sufficently to be able to get a little relief
From excruciating pain,The disease is chronic,and the roots heins meta-
colic could not be eradicated at my age;but I do hope to k= have less
interference with my work than during the Xaxk 1% wesks of kh=z ceisis,
and its long aftermath.This,by the way,accounts for - though it can
never excusegthe many stupid blunders made in drafting the paper.I did
sorrect most myself,bunt at leas} one han survived,as you sce.
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iokyo lnstituteofLlechnology
Oh-okayama, Meguroku

lokyo, dapan

iugust 25,1958

Professor Norbert wiener
lassachusetts lnstitute of Technology
Jambridge 39, hMass., U.S.4,

Jear Norbert:

The IWANAMI SHOTEN of l'okyo is asking me to
inform you that they have paid the royalty for your
CYBERNETICS to Hermann et Cie of Paris as tabulated
nel ows

L. 195 = 7°

&gt;. 10
3 10

$ 119,74
Fr,

l is the amount paid in advance.
I and 2 together cover the royalty of the

first edition, 2,000 copies.
5 1s the royalty of the next 500 copies.

ihe rates of royalty are 8% for the first
L ,000 and 10% thereafter.

ihe TWANAMI SHOTEN is disturbed to hear that
you have not received any payment. If it is true,
they would be glad tn get in touch with Hermann et
oie on your behalf. 1 shall bs much obliged to you
if you would clarify the matter for us.

4t this moment we are'hoping that you and
largaret are relaxing in New Hampshire. We regret
to admit that we are mainly located within the city
limits.

&gt;incerely,

SO  )
_— Ar

ochikac Ikehara
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5% The American Society of Mechanical Engineers

TUFTS UNIVERSITY SECTION

MEDFORD. MASSACHUSETTS

\uzust 25, 1958

or. Norbert Wiener
Devartment of Methematics
ja ssachusetts Institute of Technology
carbridre, Mags.

Dear Ir. Wiener.

To each of our monthly meetings, the Tufts
University Section of the A. 2. MM, E. invites a guest
lecturer from education or industry to speak on a tonic
0f interest to mechanicel engineerine students.

Since vou were so influential in the develon-
nent of the science of Cybernetics, we would be very
crateful if you could return to your Alma later end
speak on vour new science.

We would like to be your audience on
Tuesday evening, December QO, 10R8.

Please revly at vour earliest convenience
205

Gereld S. Gordon
55 Plowpate Road
Chestnut Hill 67, Mass.

Sincerely, fl

2
a. ..ocmn, Chelrman,

. cection,

{SME is a Member of Engineers Joint Council and Engineers’ Council for Professional Development
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2400 Water 8+., Apt. A
Boulder, Cola ado
27 August 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am a graduate student at the University of
Colorado working toward the degree "Master of Personnel
Service," This coming fall semester I plan to write my
report on human relations in automation.

I have recently read a book titled "Automation"
by Frederick Pollock wherein the author has made frequent
reference to your work in the field of automation. Since
I am interested in collecting research data on human rela-
tions in automation, I was wondering if you could assist
me by providing me with information relative to this exciting
field of research, I am interested in your contributions,
past and recent, and any other information in the form of
bibliographies, research groups, etc. with which you are
familiar.

Your kind assistance will be greatly appreciated.
I will be very happy to reimburse you for any coste incurred
in providing me with this research information.

Very trulv vours,

20 ¢
“

Miles F, Deeg
J
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South Tamworth
New Famnehirae
August 37. 1058

Mrs Gr--"11le Nelson
41 »* “~n Avenue
Auckland Perk,
Jorer-- ~hureg, South Africa

Near M=, "aleonte

I am glad you have felt at liberty to use me ae an audience
to get some things off your chert which have been “rrubling
yous In this matter it is most imnortant for you to hove the
opportunity to talk or to write them to someone. There is very
little that I can do, but there is one niece of counsel which
I can give yous Thet 1s, that you have a very definite ability
to write, and that you should cultivate it. The veriety of
smotional exreriences through which you have been may have been
very herd to take, but at least they furnish a rance of emotions
which, combined with your ability to express them, mey corry
you into literature. At the prercent dey, theoretical physics
without mathematics 1s out; if you really ere sure thot mathe
metice is clored to you, don't try to butt your head agsinst
ae stone wall. You are living in 2 country with enormous con-
flicts and offering rich material to the literery man, who in
a certain sense thrives unon conflicts. Faton hae made ure of

there already, es well aes other writers, but I doubt if they
have been exhausted as literary material. Vhy don't you have
8 try at it?

Sincerely yours,

morbert Wiener
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TmPertimatale IT do not mov enourh about the
techniriime 2 antlice *a =czugr your question. IT 2
were  roiwe a aaever it Jem my om ideas, I would
say thay the bert wey of selecting sonll rences in the
infra rod snd of raking en mpraretas which reepende
to t-m alene, would be by color filters. There
mint Fe pohetonces which con be so combined £~ to let
throush 8 ~~»rae band in that rerlon sand be o~ave
bes eue= 18

Fre pita pg to the mors concrete nor- bilities
I would wri 2 to Profescor Arthur Hordy in the Phyelcs
Dernrtment of the Masecachusetts Inctitute of Technolosy.
‘hat he doamm't know about color filters and o-tice
Loatldt worth lemard ne

inceraly yours,

Larbert viene

T7g3e


